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200 Sign Pledges As Drive Continues

More than 200 students have made tentative pledges to a pindrive, according to dean of students Lawrence R. and the Red Cross blood program, Dean Florence Davie.

Chapters Donate Sunday Offerings

On Wooster Sunday, February 17, special gifts were collected in the gymnasium and dormitories to be donated to missionaries in the field. The drive will be made in the Protestant churches all over Ohio. Later it will be continued on the college campus and a special collection taken to be delivered to college funds.

The plot was announced by Dr. Charles A. Horning, pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of Wooster, who will commence with the play of concerts in the Cleveland Church, the First Society Church, and the Covenant, Old Stone Church.

WF Found Guilty; Placed on Probation

Wooster Women's Auxiliary was found guilty of a violation of the campus by a Special Court. The committee of the court of inquiry found her guilty of "careless conduct, lack of spirit and deportment, uncleanliness, disorderly conduct and lack of spirit of campus." This case had to be postponed to a meeting of the executive committee of the court.

Judges and valley, pleasant and de
table were enthused with the result. Judge Rockey, representing the student body, was particularly impressed by the ability of the judge to control a difficult witness. In the case of Mrs. Maud Green, the defendant, the judge had to face a witness who had been in trouble with the law on a number of occasions. Despite this, the judge was able to keep the witness on the stand for as long as he was needed. The judge was also praised for his ability to keep the courtroom in order during the trial.

Students from every college campus in Ohio have been invited to attend the fifth annual Conference on Educational Democracy which opens here tomorrow afternoon in the Assembly Hall. This conference is sponsored by the National Association of Educational Officers, and is the most important meeting of educational officers in the United States. The conference will be open to anyone interested in educational democracy and will cover a variety of topics related to education.

The conference schedule includes lectures, workshops, and panel discussions on topics such as "The Role of the School in Social Change," "The Importance of Student Voice in Education," and "The Impact of Technology on Learning." There will also be a special session on "Equity and Access in Education," which will feature presentations by educators from diverse backgrounds.

The keynote address will be given by Dr. John Dewey, one of the most influential philosophers of education in the 20th century. Dewey's work has had a profound impact on educational theory and practice, and his ideas continue to be relevant today. The conference will conclude with a panel discussion featuring prominent educators and policymakers who will reflect on the implications of the conference for education policy and practice.

The conference is open to all, and registration is free for those who register in advance. Registrants will receive a copy of the conference program and a copy of the keynote address. The conference will be held at the Ohio Union on the Ohio State University campus in Columbus, Ohio.

If you have any questions or concerns about the conference, please contact the conference organizers at conf-educ@osu.edu. We look forward to seeing you there!
Thanks, Fellows!

To the men of all sections:

Thanks and congratulations! The Senate office is transformed, the Chapel walls are practically sparkling, and the March of Dimes coffers are richer by about $50.

Jim Smith of the Daily is back from New York, where he was on assignment for the College's Alumni, and he tells us that student opinion is divided as to whether the CIO should continue to be active on campus or whether it should be discouraged. The debate appears to be centered around the issue of whether the CIO is a legitimate student organization or whether it is primarily a political activity.

The CIO is a student-run organization that was established in 1947 and is independent of the College's administration. It is a political organization that advocates for social and economic justice, and it has been involved in a number of debates and controversies on campus.

Recently, the CIO has faced criticism from some members of the College community, who argue that it is too political and that it should be focused on student issues. However, the CIO has maintained that it is a legitimate student organization and that it serves an important role in advocating for social and economic justice.

In response to these criticisms, the CIO has emphasized its focus on student issues and its commitment to democratic processes. It has also argued that it is important to have a space for political expression on campus, and that the College should support a diverse range of student organizations.

Overall, the debate around the CIO highlights the challenges of balancing political expression and student issues on campus, and it raises important questions about the role of student organizations and the responsibilities of the College administration.

Jim Smith tells us that he will be reporting on the debate in more detail in the next issue of the Daily. He recommends that students keep an eye on the issue and that they consider attending the upcoming CIO meeting to learn more about the organization's activities and its goals.

Enjoy your spring break, and we look forward to hearing more from Jim Smith in the future!
WOOSTER VOICE SPORTS

Dukes Up! NO ONE ELSE BUT MOREMEN BETTER BET FOR CROWN
With Dick Duke

THE BASKETBALLERS are still on top in the Ohio Conference. In the FIRST WEEK of the season this column wondered how the team would develop. At that time good and bad points seemed to cancel each other. However, three of last year's starting line-up still lead the way in height and high point man. Pete Hule would have a sizable team, but other schools were stronger in center. Sater's starting five showed an intangible brilliance in their first three games against other colleges, but then settled down to being another good team. No one could say that these players would sink like flies and yet last November's showing seemed to be excellent if the Scots were to place close to the top of the conference.

TROUNCLING CAUGHT FIRE

But they haven't caught fire. Sater game with Denison was the closest to the Scots. The Scots showed that they could climb on a precipitation line with a few key shots to overcome a disadvantage in height. They even controlled the backboards, but considerable part of the credit for this must be given to Sater.

RIGHT NOW IT looks as though they can win the conference without catching fire. Four conference clashes are left; Oberlin, Mount Union, Kenyon, and Ohio Wesleyan. None of these are out of Sater's class.

EVEN ONE of the starting quintet has revealed enough ability through the way in which he handles his job so that Western cannot be called a dark horse. Jack Holt stands out as the cool, poker-faced drover with the amazing drive shot. He has the character of a true athlete: he plays as hard as possible no matter what. Starl. Spider Matteo is the most improved men returning on last year's squad. Owner of the only height on the team, he has developed into both high point man and rebounding ace. Jim Rinehardt is still working on that press even while the rest of the Scots have dropped back. Keith Shaver's set shots are essential to the hoosier's success. Ron Felley rounds out the team as safety man, a rebounding ace.

MORMEN ADMISSIONS

MORMEN ADMISSIONS

DATED TO THAT we aren't going to play anybody. Chances for finishing on top are good.

Basketbeaters Pepper Hoops for 41 Goals In Trouncing Denison's Height, 92-63

A work-out Waring scoring record of 41 goals in basketball in a single contest is shown in the big victory over Denison Friday night.

DORMAIRES

SHOP REPAIR SHOP
Quality Repainting
213 East Liberty Street

For Better Snapshots

Load your cameras with Kodachrome Film

... bring your exposed rolls

in us for expert finishing

SNYDER

CAMERA SHOP
251 E. LIBERTY ST.

He had no wish but—

He had no wish but—

To be glad
Nor want but—

when he thirsted

The Jolly Roger

Each frothy bottle of Coke is the answer to the thirsty drinker. Each frothy bottle is a bangin', too. Robert Burns would like that!

Mormen Defeat Kent State.

Mormen Defeat Kent State.

Face Fenn Tankers Here Tuesday

This afternoon the Black and Gold campus teams play Kent in the Severance pool. The tankers will enter the meet with memories of their 38-31 victory over Kent State here Saturday. In attaining their fourth win in six contests, the local mermen captured six firsts and five seconds.

Intramural Lead Shared By III, V

Third and Fifth sections are still in the race for the Intramural League lead. The third team, at least, has one advantage that cannot be lost in the last few minutes of each game: they are playing in the morning. Kenrick's improved defense and height, and the Williams faster offense have given them their upper hand. The team is most likely to win the conference at the end of the season, but they will have to work hard toward the final rounds.

Douglas League plays final session of season

In other games played this week the Douglas League also finished its regular season play. The final four minutes of each game were scheduled for substitutes to win the games. The last game was played in the Douglas League and the final four minutes were played in the Douglas League and the game was lost to the Douglas League.

Douglas League has a fine record

Douglas League play final session of season and if it top with four wins and no losses. They were idle this week along with session D. Section F is in second place by virtue of a 15-14 overtime victory over Section E.

Tuesday night Section D defeated Section E. Section C beats the Doaks, 15-14. Section D defeated Section E.

WOOSTER THEATRE

SUNDAY EVENING STORY PURPLE HEART DIARY

SUN., MON., TUES., WED., THURS., CAESAR & CLEOPATRA WITH CLAUDE RAINS VIVIAN LEIGH — SEVENTH VEIL

WOOSTER THEATRE

You're Playing the Team Now Try the REST Weigel's Barber Shop CATERPILLAR

IDEAL DAIRY MILK ICE CREAM 133 N. Bever St.

AMSTER SHOE STORE

Famous for Five Footwear

WEST LIBERTY ST. WOOSTER, OHIO

GIGANTIC CLEARANCE SALE

Starting FRIDAY, February 15th

Nick Amster's
Industrial Agents Compete for Seniors

The acute shortage of leadership in American business and universities is the problem. The demand for increased production and the draft, is evident in the increased number of new firms. The need for a stronger base of foundation is being sought by the national.